BEST PRACTICE GUIDE

Compressed air system
Compressed air systems are found in most industrial plants. Although compressed air
is the most commonly used process utility, it is the most overlooked energy consumer.
They have many applications from controlling the process, to driving hand tools. There
are also many misapplications such as personal cooling, sweeping and mixing of liquids.

CONSIDERATION

GOOD PRACTICE

Systems approach

• Accurately obtain the demand for compressed air by considering the pressure and volume
for the entire system. Match the supply of compressor and accumulator to the demand, while
taking into account not only the maximum demand, but also intermittency.
• Consider implementing an energy management system (EnMS) such as used for ISO 50001. The
CUSUM calculation would be particularly beneficial to readily see when performance falls off.

Condition of pipes,
fittings, joints, filters,
moisture eliminators

• Walk through each branch of the distribution system, including the air consuming applications
and devices.
• Note where there are leaks (refer to the section below on leaks) and draw up a schedule for
regular checks.
• Eliminate or isolate unused sections of the pipes.

Air pressure

• Use the pressure appropriate to the equipment in the system. The need for higher pressure than
specified for the tool or equipment could suggest another problem. Often, these could be lines
too small and/or have insufficient air volume.

Pipe sizing

• Pipe sizing relates to pressure and volume required at the point of use (refer to the previous
point).
• Undersized pipes can lead to higher pressure requirements and higher leakage losses.
• Oversized pipes can lead to lower friction loss and increased capital cost.
• The life cycle costing is likely to be lower for a system with larger diameter pipes as the running
costs could dominate the lifespan of the system.

Compressor(s)

• Ensure that the compressor air intake is in the coolest possible place. This would often be outside
the compressor house, i.e. in a shaded side.
• Generate air at the lowest possible pressure to supply the demand.
• Ensure that the compressor runs in the most economical way. Idling compressors (when there is
no demand for air) still consume a lot of energy without any productive output.
• Switch these off when they are not in use.
• Multiple compressors serving one header should be staged such that successive compressors
are only brought into operation when the preceding one has reached full capacity.
• Preferably, the final compressor in a sequence should be one that has a variable speed drive for
it to follow the demand closely.

Heat recovery

• Much of the energy that is supplied to an air compressor is released as heat. This is usually vented
away but there are two alternatives for capturing this heat:
- Recently, model air compressors have the facility to install recovery devices in the cooling air
stream such that the waste heat is converted to hot water for use elsewhere.
- An alternative is to position an air-water heat pump in the hot outlet airstream.

Water drainage

• The accumulation of water and scale in the system can lead to pressure drops.
• Slope pipes to drain points which are fitted with drain traps that will open to expel water when
full.

Leaks

• Air leaks are a direct energy, and financial loss.
• Most leaks can be detected easily when walking the pipe run. Leaks in difficult to access places
can be detected by using a special leak detector.
• During maintenance, leaks are usually simple to repair.

Air receivers

• There can be a part of the system which has short-term spikes in demand. This does not mean
that larger compressors are necessarily required, or even that a dedicated one is needed. It may
be possible to satisfy this intermittent demand by fitting an appropriately sized air receiver near
the demand. The receiver empties to satisfy the short-term demand and then gradually fills while
the compressor operates normally.
• Air receivers generally allow for greater stable operation of systems as they act as dampers to
reduce short-cycling.

Air treatment

• The act of compressing air condenses the water vapour in the air. This moisture-laden air can be
supplied to the loads which could be unable to cope.
• Compressor lubricating oil mist can also enter the distribution system leading to no positive
result.
• The air could also contain dirt and microbes.
• These contaminants can be removed by various kinds of filters, dryers, or refrigerated coolers.
• Do not ‘over treat’ the air beyond the requirement of the end use.

Maintenance

• A regular maintenance plan will capture the deficiencies mentioned above.
• Leak repair and filter cleaning are particularly important.

